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Newsletter - The Victoria Shadow Association - August 2013

Shebeca race report

On the 28th June this year I competed in my 6th Helford
(Cornwall) to L’Aber-Wrach (Brittany) pursuit race organised
by the Helford River Sailing Club. This is a 90 mile race from
a transit line in the Helford to a transit line just off the French
coast. This time I was once again at the helm of a Frances
26, the last two seasons spent competing on a somewhat
larger Jeanneau which put us in the middle of the fleet
regarding start times so at least you get to have a bit of a
race with other yachts until being overtaken by the much
more serious French yachts with a crew of 6 or more with
sails that look like they are made out of GRP, running
backstays, twin poles, 12 foot keels, dehydrated water
rations and matching rugby shirts. With our cruising chute
and a crew of two we were never going to be a serious
contender although we have always strangely increased our
speed through the water when within smelling distance of a
French hostelry. We did however last year achieve 5th place
out of 26 starting with half the fleet retiring due to the sea
conditions. Shebeca and my previous Frances 26 Bluegrass
always had the first start time being the smallest yacht to
compete. This is not so good for two reasons, the winds are
normally light out of the Helford at 10.30am and it is a lonely
race as no other yachts are normally sighted until later into
the race, about two thirds of the way across, when it is
starting to get dark and as you get slowly overtaken, moral
drops.

So, back on a Frances and happy to be so, could we do any
better this year? I was intending to compete single handed
this year but ended up with a crew called Kev who in the
conditions we had, proved useful. 36 yachts entered with 34
finishing, we were again the smallest with a 10.30 start time.
The largest being a swan 47 who I think started a week or so
later. The next yacht behind us starting at 11.30 with the
bulk of the fleet starting between 13.00 and 16.00.

Prior to the race however on the Wednesday I dried Shebeca
out against the Helford Clubs Quay to give her a good clean
race bottom and unfortunately came to rest on a rogue small
rock about mid keel. This took the full weight of Shebeca
and peeled off an area of GRP about 200mm by 100mm
exposing the lead ballast. Many times before I had dried out
Bluegrass with no problems, so be warned, know your
bottom!. With only 3 hours before the incoming tide would
once again lap around us we levered and winched and dug
and finally managed to support Shebeca with blocks either
side of the damage then used a petrol Sthil disc cutter to
slice away the rock and make a hasty GRP repair. Luckily
Kev had turned up just after low water to do a bit of
scrubbing, instead he did a lot of levering and lifting. Being a
well-built heavy Scotsman this proved useful as did his in
built ballast two days later in the race.

So, race back on, after drinking beer with the frenchies on
race registration Thursday night (who had sailed over during
the week to compete in the race), we found ourselves at the
start line, a transit of two poles on the south shore, under
engine and full main 5 minutes before 10.30. Engine off
genoa up.(Shebeca carries a wardrobe of hanked on sails)
and the forecast was NW force 4 to 5, perfect! We were off
seconds after our start time and achieved a huge distance of
about 5 cables before the wind dropped and backed to
S/SW, I love the Helford! So genoa down and Ghoster up,

this is a fantastic sail and pulled us along at 2 to 3 knots in 6
knots of wind, however unless conditions changed it would
be a long passage to France. After half an hour of slow

Kite set

sailing and eventually drifting the wind veered back round to
W/NW and slowly increased, so with the wind now on the
quarter almost astern heading to the Manacles, the Ghoster
came down and asymmetric spinnaker up, this was set flying
with an extended tack line and the pole out on the windward
side which works well as the kite then doesn’t get blanked by
the main. We were soon achieving 6 knots and as I was
down below checking our intended track Kev called down to
say he was having a wee bit of trouble with holding this
course. (Scottish terminology). We were in fact in danger of
broaching as we were now getting clean air out of the lee of
the land and the wind had increased to a healthy 16 to 20
knots, so kite away and number two jib up. From the
manacles buoy all the way across heading almost directly
south we carried full main and number two.

By mid channel we had not spotted any other yachts except
one that seemed to be heading towards Biscay more,
couldn’t have caught us that quickly!, clearly not in the race.
By now the sea was building and we were surfing down the
swells with the GPS recording short runs of 9 to 11 knots
before the troughs brought us back to reality. Who says long
keelers can’t surf? Anyway we did short watches of an hour
each on the tiller so it wasn’t too arduous even though we
were becoming overpowered with full main up, the wind by
early evening had increased further to 25 knots or so with
breaking crests on the 4m swell, no yachts in sight so we
were not going to slow down now!. Good to be back in a
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Shebeca race report continued

Frances and a canoe stern. Also good to have Kev on board
as I think had I been single-handed common sense would
have kicked in much earlier and a reef gone in and half a
knot lost!.

I was, as we started to approach the other side, keen to stay
above our DR line as by my estimation we would close land
with 4 hours of strong westerly tidal set, just off springs
running at 3knots so the plan was to stay high and finish
more on a beam reach as required, as it happens this was to
work well, I did not want to end up punching tide with the
wind behind us with that sea state.

Meanwhile by the time darkness was upon us and no stars
tonight, we were well into enemy territory with only 20NM to
run and nobody else sighted not even on our automatic
identification system (AIS), integrated into the DSC VHF
radio and interfaced with the plotter viewed from the cockpit.
This picks up both class A big ships, and class B signals,
yachts and fishing vessels. What a great bit of kit,
(Lowrance), which I fitted at the start of the season.
Previously I had a radar but that is only useful if somebody is
looking at it down below and as most of my sailing is single
handed nowadays this is far more practical. Anyway we
were either ahead of the competition or everybody had
turned off their transponders!, sneaky sods. However by
now fog despite the wind, had reduced visibility in the dark to
very little and the AIS proved useful in seeing where the
fishing vessels were and any crossing commercial vessels
and their closest point of approach. (CPA). I did
communicate via VHF with a couple of tankers (who had not
at 4 miles distance yet picked up our radar reflector signal) if
the CPA was likely to be less than 0.5NM and they kindly
altered their course by a degree or two to allow us to cross
their bows. They were not, being  in 86m of water with plenty
of sea room in anyway restricted by their draught and we
were the stand on vessel but big metal beats small plastic so
either positive communication or avoid contact is my
preferred tactic.

So we were rapidly approaching a rocky lee shore,
overpowered in a breaking sea in the dark and fog. If I recall
correctly from my yacht master practical this is what you are
supposed to do!. We are both crew with the RNLI on the
Lizard off-shore lifeboat and it was at the back of my mind I
really don’t want to be calling out the French lifeboat, the
embarrassment of it!. We were clipped on with personal
epirbs, nothing on the AIS, one big Scotsman on the weather
side hanging on to the tiller, no problem.

So we were still alive and the finish line not far off which is
the Libenter Buoy in transit with Ile Vierge Lighthouse 077
degrees magnetic. We crossed at 01.56am but due to the
fog we had to rely on an electronic transit as the light could
not be seen. Luckily there was a yacht finishing just after us
02.03am and we were able to verify each others position as
we motored up to the marina. Still no idea as to our position
in the race. So after a motor up the channel we were
alongside at 03.00am, a couple of quick beers, head down
for a couple of hours, shower, register our time then more
beer followed by prize giving in the evening. Somewhere
along the way we managed to miss out on solids.

We came second overall and first in the two handed
category, so a result!. With a passage time of 15.5 hours our
velocity made good (VMG) was just under 6 knots, or 6.3
knots if taken from the manacles buoy. We were beaten by
a Victor 41 with a finish time of 01.43am.

We were rudely awoken by a Swedish yacht on the inside of
us who wanted to leave at 10.00am Sunday morning, how
antisocial.. We actually left to return home 15.00 Sunday
and although the wind was still from the NW the seas were
calmer and with two sets of tide going west we managed to
stay almost on our DR by lee bowing the tide and from
marina to mooring, a distance of almost 100nm, we made a
good time of 18 hours, arriving shortly after 09.00am
Monday, back to our respective wives and English breakfast
with extra fried bread, our first proper solids for almost 60
hours. (I don’t count oysters eaten at the prize giving as
solids!).

Simon Fayers
Shebeca.

Taking delivery of Shebeca (formally Frantasy)

East Coast Rally to Brightlingsea

We are very pleased to announce an addition to the
published Calendar of Events.  In the absence of an East
Coast Regional Organiser, John Sadler has kindly agreed to
organise a rally on the weekend of the 7th and 8th September
2013 to Brightlingsea.

On Saturday, 7th September, HW Brightlingsea will be at
14:04 BST with a spring tide.  Most visiting yachts will want
to arrive with the tide and the Harbour Master will do his best
to keep the boats together on the visitors section of the main
pontoon. There is an efficient ferry service for those wanting
to go ashore.
Visit www.brightlingseaharbour.org for further details of all
the harbour facilities.

A pre-dinner drinks party will be held on the yachts/pontoon
before members go ashore by water taxi to dine at The
Colne Yacht Club’s restaurant.  Two courses & coffee from
the buffet meal will cost about £15, plus drinks.  The
restaurant is on the first floor and there is a splendid balcony
with fine views over the River Colne.
Visit www.colneyachtclub.org.uk for more information.

John Sadler has requested that members should contact him
as soon as possible if they are planning to attend this rally,
as he needs to give both the Harbour Master and the Yacht
Club approximate numbers. Let us all do our best to attend
and make this rally a great success.

Contact John Sadler by e-mail at j.f.sadler@gmail.com or by
telephone on 01284 729565 or 07801 417680.
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Santy visits the Baltic

Santy is on her voyage to the Baltic, sailed by a number of
crews.  I took her from Amsterdam to Groningen via the
Ijsselmeer and the Friesian Canals, where there are a lot of
bridges, but a lovely trip.

Michael Passmore

We are having a successful time sailing Santy around the
very attractive ports that surround Lubecker Bucht which was
on the boundary between the old West and East Germany as
well as visiting the very impressive Hanseatic towns of
Wismar and Lubeck.

We have struck up a close relationship with the Niendorfer
Yacht Club just to the west of Travemunde where we have
been doing the crew changes and they now very kindly hoist
the Red Ensign on the yard arm every time Santy arrives.
We have also presented them with a CA Burgee to go in the
bar.

The weather generally has not been quite as hot as here in
the UK but very pleasant and so far undemanding sailing.

Chris Passmore

Victoria/Frances 26 Pushpit Seat

When undertaking a Day Skipper course on John's Victoria
34 'Kipper', there was always a rush to get the best seat on
the boat; one of the push-pit seats, (John got the other),
sitting up there gave a great commanding view over the boat
and all-around the horizon. Now that I have my own little

Victoria thoughts turned to little tweaks and improvements
and top of the list was some sort of pushpit rail seat to give
more room in the cockpit when there's more than two or
three aboard.

You can pay several hundred pounds for an off the shelf pair
or make your own for around £30. Must say it's a great place
to sit when cruising along in fair weather, when manoeuvring
or best of all when having drinks with friends aboard, but
then it is easily removed when things get lumpy.

View from the seat

Project and article are by Alan Tyler, which also features his
Victoria 26, VAGABOND.
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South Coast Rally to Marchwood

The South Coast Rally to Marchwood is on 31st August – 1st

September 2013.  Tim and Dee Clarke are hosting us at their
club and the weather will be great!  The arrangements are to
turn up on the Saturday, high tide 08.21, pontoon party 18.00
and supper in the clubhouse at 19.30.  You can order your
food on the night, so no choices to make now.

If you would like to attend, please e-mail Lynda Spencer at
spencer.fairwinds@btinternet.com.

Thames Rally to Sandford Lock

The Thames 'Autumn Rally' will take place on 14 September,
adjacent to Sandford on Thames Lock, Oxfordshire.

We will gather during the afternoon. There are free moorings
on a first come, first served basis outside the Kings Arms
and also on the bank opposite, adjacent to the Lock. Parking
is available at the pub for those members coming by road
(Pay & Display £1 for 3 hours redeemable at pub).

The Rally will be preceded by a Committee Meeting on board
Heavenly Daze at about 1700, to be followed by pre-dinner
drinks on board at about 1800.

Dinner will be at The Kings Arms at 1900. The Inn dates
back to the 1700’s and the building has a very interesting
history. It is now one of the Chef and Brewer group and the
web link is
http://www.chefandbrewer.com/pub/kings-arms-
sandfordonthames-oxford/c2636/ for directions and menus.

We look forward to welcoming Shadow motor cruisers and
Victoria yacht owners.

Please respond by 25th August to
johntwalker@talktalk.net or telephone 0118 9782317.

St. Peter Port – some personal observations

Castle Cornet, flowers and JENTER

Over the past 20 or so years, we have visited St. Peter Port
on Guernsey many, many times but have never realised how
little shelter the Victoria Marina offers in strong easterly or, in
our case, strong north-easterly winds.  You can expect
pitching, rolling, snatching of mooring warps and squealing of
fenders until the the sill is well and truly exposed, when all
becomes peace and quiet for about four hours.

Reeds Almanac does warn that Victoria Marina is exposed to
strong easterlies but I had never taken the warning too
seriously before.

Castle Cornet, Brehon Tower, a cruise ship and Herm

JENTER remained in St. Peter Port for six days, mainly
because the Channel Islands forecast gave NE F5-7 each
day but also because Jenny enjoys travelling around
Guernsey on the buses.

Each day we were there, a cruise ship came and anchored
just off the harbour in the Little Russell and the ship’s tenders
brought hundreds of passengers ashore.  There were loud,
brash Americans, youthful Japanese travellers always taking
photographs and more elderly passengers that found some
of St. Peter Port’s streets and alleyways rather too steep and
who made little progress.

All peace and quiet at low water!

We also found the marina less busy than ever before with
lots of spare berths; perhaps other yachtsmen knew about
the weather.

Eventually, with a promise of quieter winds to the south, we
departed for St. Malo.  Clearing St. Martins, we saw a large
ship to the south of the island heading directly towards us.
No obvious bow wave and it was difficult to work out what it
was.  Down below to check the A.I.S. and it proved to be the
ROYAL PRINCESS, speed over the ground 6 knots.
Another load of tourists arriving in time for breakfast!


